GROMMETS BLACK

3' X 3' WIRE GRID BEHIND COATED IFS UNIVERSAL BLACK MR16 LIGHTS TOTAL

PLANT REFLECTED CEILING PLAN
2 SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"

CANOPY CENTER SUPPORT GREEN PMS 659 C

TUBULAR STEEL LIGHTBAR TO BE PAINTED PURPLE PMS # 5295 C

BLACK LIGHT TRACK MOUNTED TO LIGHTBAR TO GET (10) BLACK 35 WATT MR16 LIGHTS TOTAL

2 3/4" COLUMNS WITH (4) ROWS OF SLOTHING @ 45° TO BE POWDER COATED MORTON BEECHWOOD #20-8247

PERFORATED STEEL PANE PATTERN TO BE PAINTED

EYESBOLT TO BE POWDER COATED MATTE BLACK

COUNTER TOP TO BE LAMINATE